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DYNAMICAL SYSTEMS SATISFYING CERTAIN STABILITY

AND RECURSIVE CRITERIA

RONALD A. KNIGHT

ABSTRACT. A necessary and sufficient condition for the various characteristic

zero concepts to coincide is given. We prove that on locally compact spaces a

flow of characteristic 0 and the center of a flow of characteristic 0+ are almost

of characteristic 0^. Poisson stable flows and nonwandering flows of the zero

characteristics are characterized in terms of the prolongation, prolongational

limit, orbit closure, limit, and weak attraction relations. Examples showing

the results are sharp are given.

1. Introduction. Central to the qualitative theory of motions for abstract

dynamical systems are the classical notions of central, Poisson stable, recurrent, and

nonwandering motions and attractive, orbitally stable, and minimal sets. Consider-

able effort has been directed toward qualitatively classifying such motions. Ahmad

and Knight introduced the zero characteristic classes of flows each satisfying several

of these classical concepts in [2 and 5], respectively. In this paper we classify and

characterize these flows using the classical notions and the prolongation, prolon-

gational limit, orbit closure, limit, orbit, and weak attraction relations denoted,

respectively, by D, J, K, L, C, and Ay,.

We recapitulate a few definitions for the convenience of the reader. Throughout

the remainder of this paper (X, it) denotes a given flow on a Hausdorff space X. A

point x of X, motion ttx, and trajectory C(x) are called positively recurrent if and

only if, given any neighborhood U of x, there is a T > 0 such that Ur\y[0, T] ^ 0 for

every y £ C(x). A point x of X is said to be positively Poisson stable (nonwandering)

provided x £ L+(x) (x £ J+(x), or equivalently, x £ J~(x)). A point x of X is

positively divergent (dispersive) whenever L+(x) = 0 (7+(x) = 0). A set M C X

is said to be positively stable if each neighborhood U of M contains a neighborhood

V such that C+(V) C U. The negative and bilateral versions of the notions above

are defined similarly and the term "positively" is frequently omitted. A set M C

X is called positively (negatively) minimal or minimal if and only if it is a closed

positively (negatively) invariant set or invariant set, respectively, and contains no

nonempty proper subset with these respective properties. The center of (X, rr) is

the maximal nonwandering subflow of (X, -n).

The following theorems are not widely known and are used sufficiently often in

this paper for us to state them (see [3, 7, and 10]). In these theorems and throughout

the remainder of this paper we shall say that an invariant set or subflow of (X, -k)

has a property P whenever each of its points or trajectories enjoys property P.
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THEOREM 1.1 (Ahmad-Sarabia). A flow is nonwandering if and only if D+
= £>-.

The space X in the following two theorems is locally compact.

THEOREM 1.2. A flow is recurrent if and only if it is positively (negatively)

Poisson stable.

THEOREM 1.3. If(X,n) is nonwandering, then the set of bilaterally Poisson

stable points is dense in X.

2. Flows of characteristics 0+, 0—, 0=*=, and 0. Recall that a flow is of

characteristic 0+ (0-,0,0±) provided D+ = K+ (D~ = K~, D = K,D+ =

K+ and D~ — K~). In [1 and 6] Ahmad and Knight proved that the zero

characteristic concepts are equivalent whenever the phase space is compact. A

key property of such flows is that no point diverges in either direction. Examples

showing that these concepts are distinct are easily constructed when divergent

points exist (see Example 1 and [5]). Our first theorem generalizes these results

to arbitrary spaces.

THEOREM 2.1. If no point is positively or negatively divergent, then the charac-

teristic 0+, 0—, 0=*=, and 0 properties are pairwise equivalent.

PROOF. First, let (X, 7t) be of characteristic 0+. Since L~(x) ^ 0 for every

i G X, we have L~(x) = L+(x) = K(x) by Lemma 4.5 of [1]. Consequently, each

point a; of X is nonwandering and we have D+(x) = D~~(x) by the Ahmad-Sarabia

Theorem 1.1 which yields J~(x) = D~(x) = D+(x) = J+(x) = L+(x) =

L~(x). The flow is thus also of characteristics 0—, O^, and 0. The dual argument

implies that (X, -k) is of the other three characteristics whenever it is of charac-

teristic 0~ or 0^. Finally, let (X, tt) be of characteristic 0. Then, since L~~(x) ^

0 t^ T/+(:r) for each x in X, Corollary 3.1 of [6] applies yielding the desired results.

The proof is complete.

Theorem 2.2. Let (X,n) be of characteristic 0+, 0—, 0±, or 0. A necessary

and sufficient condition for (X, it) to be of characteristics 0+, 0~, 0^, and 0 is that

each point be either bilaterally dispersive or else bilaterally nondivergent.

PROOF. First, let (X,7r) be of characteristics 0+, 0_, 0=*=, and 0. Then,

the desired result follows from Corollary 3.1 of [6]. Conversely, let (X, tt) be of

characteristic 0+. If some point x of X is bilaterally dispersive, then J+(x) =

J~(x) = L+(x) = L~(x) = 0. On the other hand, let some point x of X be

bilaterally nondivergent. Then, 7+(x) = L+(x) = L~(x) C J~ (x) by Lemma

4.5 of [1]. Also, for any point y in J~(x) we have x £ J+(y) = L+(y) = L~(y) C

J~(y), and hence, y £ J+(x). Consequently, J+(x) = J~(x) and (X, tt) is of

characteristics 0 , O^, and 0. The dual argument yields the dual assertion. A flow

of characteristic O^ is always of the other zero characteristics. Whenever (X, 7r) is

of characteristic 0, Corollary 3.1 of [6] implies the desired properties. The proof is

complete.

COROLLARY 2.2.1. If(X,ir) satisfies each of the zero characteristic conditions,

then all nonwandering motions are nondivergent central motions and all wandering

motions are dispersive.
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Next, we give an example of a central flow of characteristic 0 with no recurrent

points and phase space locally compact. It does have dense subflows of each zero

characteristic even though it satisfies none of these properties except characteristic

0.
EXAMPLE 1. A toral flow (T,ir) is given in Example 4.06 of [11] consisting of

one critical point p and dense regular trajectories. All but two regular trajectories

are bilaterally dense in T. One of the remaining regular trajectories C(x) satisfies

L+(x) = T and L~ (x) = {p} whereas the other C(y) satisfies L+(y) = {p} and

Ij~(v) = T- The subflow on the punctured torus X = T\{p} is of characteristic

0 but not of characteristics 0+, 0—, or 0=^. However, the flow has such subflows

with phase spaces dense in X. We shall see in Theorem 2.3 that this is always the

case on locally compact spaces. There are subflows on nonlocally compact subsets

of X which do not enjoy this property. No point of X is recurrent and each point

of X is central. Theorem 2.5 characterizes such recurrent flows.

We now show that every flow of characteristic 0 on a locally compact phase space

is almost of characteristic 0^.

THEOREM 2.3. LetX be locally compact and (X, 7r) be of characteristic 0. Then,

(X, 7t) has a subflow of characteristic 0± on a dense subset ofX.

PROOF. Let Y be the set of nonwandering points of X. The set Y is closed

in X so that the limit set Ly(x) of a point x in Y is L(x) C\ Y. For any x £ X,

J(x) = K(x) = Ky(x) = 7y(x). The set of bilaterally Poisson stable points are

dense in Y by the Central Motion Theorem 1.3. The only points of X not contained

in Y are the bilaterally dispersive points on which the flow is of characteristic 0^.

Hence, (X, -n) contains a dense subflow of characteristic O1^, namely, the subflow

on {x: J+(x) = LJr(x) = L~(x)} (see [6, Theorem 6]). The proof is complete.

No result like this theorem holds for flows of characteristic 0+ or 0—, however,

such a result does hold on the center of a flow on a locally compact phase space.

THEOREM 2.4. Let X be locally compact and (X, n) be of characteristic 0+

(0—). Then, the center M of(X,ir) contains a subflow of characteristic 0^ on a

dense subset of M.

PROOF. The center M is a closed, and hence, locally compact subset of X.

The set of bilaterally Poisson stable points are dense in M by the Central Motion

Theorem 1.3. For each bilaterally Poisson stable point x of M we have J~^~(x) =

L+(x) = L~(x) C J-(x). Suppose that y £ J (x). Then, x £ J+(y) = L+(y).

By Lemma 4.5 of [1] the set L+(y) is positively minimal and L+(z) = L+(y).

Since y £ M yve have y £ L+(y) = L~(x). Hence, J~(x) = L+(x) and the set

of bilaterally Poisson stable points form a dense subflow of characteristic O^. The

proof is complete.

Evidently, the succeeding theorem follows from several preceeding theorems and

Ura's stability theorem (see [4, 1.11, H]).

THEOREM 2.5. LetX be locally compact and(X,n) be of characteristic 0+, 0~,

or 0. The following conditions are pairwise equivalent:

(a) The center is of characteristic 0±.

(b) The center is recurrent.

(c) Each semilimit set of the center is bilaterally stable.
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Flows on locally compact spaces with all orbits either periodic or critical are of

characteristic 0 if and only if the critical points are bilaterally stable (see [9]). The

following theorem is an easy consequence.

THEOREM 2.6. LetX be locally compact and let each orbit be periodic or critical.

Then, (X, it) contains a subflow of characteristic 0=^ on an open dense subset ofX.

COROLLARY 2.6.1. LetX be locally compact. If the center M consists of compact

orbits, then it contains a subflow of characteristic 0± on a dense subset of M.

3. Poisson stability and characteristic 0+, 0~, 0=t, and 0. In this section we

classify and characterize classes of Poisson stable and nonwandering flows of zero

characteristic in terms of dynamic relations. We examine first positively Poisson

stable flows and then bilaterally Poisson stable flows. We include known and easily

proven results for completeness.

THEOREM 3.1.   The following conditions are pairwise equivalent:

(a) (X, n) is positively Poisson stable.

(b) K+ = K.
(c) K+ = L.

(d) K+ =L+.
(e)K = L+.

PROOF. If condition (a) holds, then C C L+ implies K C L+ C K+ or
F+ = K. If condition (b) holds, then F+ is invariant implying that C C L+ C

L, and hence, F+ = K = L. If condition (c) holds, then again we have F+

invariant so that C C L+. Thus, L~~~ C L+ and L = F+ C L+, and so,

F+ = L+. If condition (d) holds, then as before the invariance of F+ implies

that C C L+ and K C L+ = K+ so that K = L+. Finally, if condition (e)

holds, C C K C 7/+ and condition (a) follows. The proof is complete.

The following theorem characterizes those flows having positively minimal orbit

closures.

THEOREM 3.2.   The following conditions are pairwise equivalent

(a) (X, 7t) is positively Poisson stable with positively minimal positive trajectory

closures.

(b)K+=A+.
(c)K = A+.

PROOF. Each of the conditions (b) and (c) implies that (X, n) is positively

Poisson stable since C+ C A+ in each case. The equivalence of conditions (b) and

(c) follows from Theorem 3.1.

We shall now show that conditions (a) and (b) are equivalent. First, let F+ =

A¿". Let y £ L+(x) C A+(x) for some point x of X. Then, x £ L+(y) and we

have L+(x) = L+(y). Consequently, L+(x) is positively minimal (see [4, 4.17, I]).

Conversely, F+ = L+, and so, let y £ L+(x) for some point x of X. Then x £

L+(x) = L+(y) which means that y £ A+(x). On the other hand, if y G A+(x),
then we have x £ L+(y), and hence, y £ L+(x). Therefore, F+ = A+ and the

proof is complete.

Our final theorem on arbitrary positively Poisson stable flows characterizes such

flows of characteristic 0+.
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THEOREM 3.3.   The following conditions are pairwise equivalent

(a) (X, 7r) is a nonwandering flow of characteristic 0+.

(b) D+ =L+.
(c) J+ =K+.
(d)D~ =L+.
(e)D~ =K+.
(f) J- =K+.

(g)D+=A+.
(h)D-=A+.

PROOF. Each condition implies that (X, n) is nonwandering because each one

yields either x £ J+(x), x £ J~(x), or x £ L+(x) for each point x of X. According

to Theorem 1.1 we may assume that 7)+ = D~~ = 7+ = J~ whenever any of

the conditions (a) through (h) holds. The property 7+ = L+ is equivalent to the

characteristic 0+ notion (see [4, 5.2, H]). Therefore, conditions (a) through (f), each

of which is evidently equivalent to J+ = L+ for nonwandering flows, are pairwise

equivalent. Moreover, the last two conditions are equivalent. Consequently, in order

to complete the proof of the theorem it is sufficient to prove that conditions (a) and

(g) are equivalent.

Let condition (g) hold. If y £ 7+(x) = D+(x) = A+(x) for some point x of

X, then x £ L+(y) C D+(y) = A+(y), and hence, y £ L+(x). Whence, 7+(x) =

L+(x) and condition (a) holds. Conversely, we have L+ = J+ = 7)+. Let y £

D+(x) for some point x of X. Then, y £ L+(x) implies that 7+(x) C J+(y), and

hence, that x G 7+(y) = L+(y) and y £ A+(x). Thus, D+(x) C A+(x). Next,

let y £ A+(x). Then, x G L+(y) C D+(y) = A+(y) so that y £ L+(x) C D+(x).
We have £>+ = A+ and condition (g) holds. The proof is complete.

COROLLARY 3.3.1. Any closed invariant set with compact boundary in a non-

wandering flow of characteristic 0"*" on a locally compact space is bilaterally stable.

Moreover, the only such sets which are asymptotically stable are components of the

phase space and the smallest stable set containing any point is its positive limit set.

COROLLARY 3.3.2. For any nonwandering flow of characteristic 0+ we have

D = D+ = D~ = J = J+ = J- = K+ =L+ =A+. Thus, such a flow is of
characteristic 0^ if and only ifL+ = L~~.

COROLLARY 3.3.3.   The following conditions are pairwise equivalent

(a) (X, -k) is a nonwandering flow of characteristics 0"*" and 0.

(b) D = K+.
(c)D = L+.
(d) J = K+.
(e)D = A+.

We now turn to bilaterally Poisson stable flows.

THEOREM 3.4.   The following conditions are pairwise equivalent

(a) (X, 7t) is bilaterally Poisson stable.

(b)K+ = K~.
(c)F+ =L~.
(d) K- =L+.
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PROOF. The first two conditions were shown to be equivalent in [8]. In that

case C C L+ = L~ implying the last two conditions. On the other hand, the

invariance of the L~ and L+ relations yields C C L+ = L~ for each of the last

two conditions and condition (a) follows. The proof is complete.

There are bilaterally Poisson stable subflows of the toral flow of Example 1 which

do not have minimal trajectory closures. Our next theorem characterizes such flows

with minimal orbit closures.

Theorem 3.5.   The following conditions are pairwise equivalent

(a) (X, 7t) is bilaterally Poisson stable and each orbit closure is minimal.

(b)K+=A^.
(c)F+=A„.
(d)K=Aw.

(e) The dual of each condition above.

PROOF. First, let condition (a) hold. Then, by Theorem 3.4 and the dual to

Theorem 3.2 we have F+ = K~ = A^\ Hence, condition (b) follows.

Next, let condition (b) hold. Since C+ C K+ = A^, we have C C L~ and
the flow is negatively Poisson stable. Thus, L~~ C F+ and F+ C L~ implying

that L~ = F+ = A¿¡. The invariance of L~ implies that L~ = L+ and we

obtain bilateral Poisson stability. Hence, K+ = K~ = A^ = A+ by Theorem

3.1 of [8]. Condition (c) follows.

Now, let condition (c) hold. Then, C+ C Aw implies C C L+. Consequently,

the flow is positively Poisson stable and K = F+ = Ay,.

Let condition (d) hold. Then, C C Au,, and hence, the flow is bilaterally Poisson

stable. Let y be in F(x) for some point x of X. By Theorem 3.2 we have K+(x)

positively minimal and K(y) = K+(y) = F+(x) = F(x). We conclude that F(x)

is minimal (see [4, 4.15,1]) and (a) holds.

Finally, dual arguments yield the conditions in (e) and the proof is complete.

The final theorem on bilaterally Poisson stable flows is a characterization of such

flows of characteristic 0=*=. Whenever X is locally compact the flows addressed in

the following theorem are the bilaterally Poisson stable flows without saddle limit

sets (see [7, 2]).

THEOREM 3.6.   The following conditions are pairwise equivalent

(a) (X, it) is a nonwandering flow of characteristic 0^.

(b) D+ =AW.

(c) D-=AW.

(d)D = Aw.

PROOF. Each of the conditions implies that C C L, and hence, that the flow

is nonwandering. The Ahmad-Sarabia Theorem 1.1 implies that £>+ = D~ = D

making the last three conditions equivalent. It is sufficient to show that conditions

(a) and (b) are equivalent in order to complete the proof.

Let condition (b) hold. If y G 7)+(x) = Aw(x) for some point x of X, then x £

L(y) C D+(y) = Au,(y), and hence, y £ L+(x) n L~(x). Thus, we have D+(x) C
L+(x) and 7>~(x) C L~(x) from which we obtain D+ = K+ and D~ = K~.

Conversely, let y £ D+(x) for some point x of X. Then, x £ D~(y) = J~(y) =

L~(y) = L+(y) so that y £ A^(x). We have £>+(x) C Au,(x). On the other hand,
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let y £ Aw(x). Then, x G L+(y) = L~(y) C D~(y) so that y £ D+(x) yielding

Aw(x) C D+(x). Consequently, T>+ = A™ completing the proof of the theorem.

The next two theorems examine unilaterally Poisson stable flows.

THEOREM 3.7.  A flow is unilaterally Poisson stable if and only ifK = L.

PROOF. The result is evident since CC^=¿ whenever K = L and since

C C L+ UL— implies K = L whenever the flow is positively or negatively Poisson

stable.

THEOREM 3.8.   The following conditions are pairwise equivalent

(a) (X, 7r) is a unilaterally Poisson stable flow of characteristic 0.

(b) D = L.
(c) D+ = L.

(d) D- = L.

PROOF. Each condition implies that C C L, and hence, that the flow is

nonwandering. Again the Ahmad-Sarabia Theorem 1.1 yields the equivalence of

the last three conditions so that we need only show that the first two conditions

are equivalent.

If condition (a) holds, then K = L and D = K from which condition (b) follows.

Conversely, C C D = L implies the flow is Poisson stable in at least one sense.

Also C C L implies K = L, and hence, D = K. The proof is complete.

We conclude this section with an example and a characterization of the Poisson

stability and recurrent concepts on locally compact spaces using the results of

Theorems 1.2 and 1.3.

THEOREM 3.9. LetX be locally compact. The following conditions are pairwise

equivalent

(a) (X, 7r) is positively (negatively, bilaterally) Poisson stable.

(b) (X, 7r) is recurrent.

(c) Any condition of Theorems 3.1, 3.2, 3.4, or 3.5.

COROLLARY 3.9.1. LetX be locally compact. Then the following conditions are

pairwise equivalent for a closed invariant set M :

(a) M is a compact minimal set.

(b) M is a positively (negatively) minimal compact set.

(c) M is a positively (negatively, bilaterally) Poisson stable set and M is the closure

of some orbit.

(d) M is a recurrent set and M is the closure of some orbit.

COROLLARY 3.9.2. Let X be locally compact. Each nonwandering point is

recurrent if and only if each central point is positively (negatively, bilaterally) Poisson

stable.

Every periodic or critical point is bilaterally Poisson stable. The following

corollary gives a necessary and sufficient condition for a Poisson stable point to

be periodic or critical.

COROLLARY 3.9.3. A positively (negatively, bilaterally) Poisson stable point is

either periodic or critical if and only if its trajectory is a locally compact set.
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EXAMPLE 2. Consider again the toral flow of Example 1. Absolutely no point

of X = T\{p} is recurrent even though condition (a) of Theorem 3.9 is almost

satisfied, i.e. only C(x) and C(y) violate one of the properties of (a). Whenever

C(x) and C(y) are removed from X, the resulting subflow satisfies conditions (a)

and (c) but (b) is totally false. Note also that the subflow on X\C(x)uC(y) satisfies

condition (c) of Corollary 3.9.1 but all other conditions are false. The toral flow

contains subflows showing that the results of Theorem 3.9 and each of its corollaries

are sharp.
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Added in proof. The Poisson stability condition of Theorem 1.2 is insufficient,

and hence, 3.9(a), 3.9.1(c), and 3.9.2 do not hold. The author has shown in his

unpublished note "Correction of a recurrence and Poisson stability theorem" that

these results hold if, in addition to Poisson stability, each point x is approximated

by compact weak attractors relative to F(x).
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